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Abstract

Molecular computing based on enzymes or nucleic acids has attracted a great deal of attention due 

to the perspectives of controlling living systems in a way we control electronic computers. 

Enzyme-based computational systems can respond to a great variety of small molecule inputs. 

They have an advantage of signal amplification and highly specific recognition. DNA computing 

systems are most often controlled by oligonucleotide inputs/outputs and are capable of 

sophisticated computing, as well as controlling gene expressions. Here, we developed an interface 

that enables communication of otherwise incompatible nucleic acid and enzyme computational 

systems. The enzymatic system processes small molecules as inputs and produces NADH as an 

output. The NADH output triggers electrochemical release of an oligonucleotide, which is 

accepted by a DNA computational system as an input. This interface is universal since the 

enzymatic and DNA computing systems are independent of each other in composition and 

complexity.
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Modern silicon-based analog/digital computer technology has been one of the most 

successful and influential transformative developments in recent history. At the same time, 

natural biological molecules (e.g., nucleic acids and proteins) are organized in complex 

communicating networks responsible for growth of all living creatures through metabolism 

and reproduction. It was suggested that application of the well-developed computational 

approach to biological molecules may open new chapters in understanding biological 

signaling, neuron communication,[1] and cancer development,[2] as well as in improving 

diagnosis of infectious diseases and genetic disorders.[3] Indeed, biomolecular information 

processing has been an active research field[4] in the general framework of chemical[5] 
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unconventional computing.[6] In this research area, DNA computing[4a-e] and enzyme-based 

computing[7] have received exceptional attention. DNA computing is believed to be a 

potential alternative to electronic computers[8] for some computational tasks, due to the 

advantage of massive parallel data processing,[9] a straightforward design of relatively 

complex circuits,[10] and affordability. Among the most obvious applications of DNA-based 

logic circuits is the analysis of genetic alterations that can be transformed into clinical 

testing of infectious and genetic diseases.[2,3] Despite advances in the development of in 

vitro selection, functional DNAs are still limited in the diversity and efficiency of catalytic 

reactions and are inferior to proteins in terms of affinity and diversity of ligands that DNA 

can recognize.[11] At the same time, enzymes are proven to be selective and sensitive 

receptors; they are known as the best catalysts, enabling rate enhancement up to 1017 fold in 

comparison with uncatalyzed reactions.[13] However, enzyme-based computing was 

experimentally limited to the systems mimicking operation of only few concatenated logic 

gates,[7] and the network complexity was restricted by enzymes cross-reactivity and noise 

build.[14] Combining enzyme and DNA computational systems in communicating enzyme-

DNA (Enz/DNA) circuits may enable (i) highly selective recognition of a diverse spectrum 

of biological molecules or disease markers; (ii) catalytic signal amplification; (iii) massive 

parallel data processing and (iv) complex computational information processing for 

biologically generated signals. So far, mixed enzyme-DNA computational systems have 

been limited to those that involve enzymes directly acting on DNA, e.g., DNA polymerases, 

DNA ligases, endonuclease, etc.[15] However, DNA processing enzymes cannot detect such 

disease biomarkers as small biological molecules, sugars, proteins, etc. On the other hand, 

biocomputing systems based on general enzymes (not related to DNA) were successfully 

used for logic processing and binary sensing of various combinations of physiological 

biomarkers in the YES/NO format.[16] Therefore, a more universal interface for connecting 

an enzymatic output signal with DNA-processing circuits is needed. Here, we introduce 

such an Enz/DNA interface.

The interface recognizes NADH, which is produced as an output of an enzymatic system, 

and releases a DNA oligonucleotide, which can be processed by a downstream DNA 

computing system as an input (Figure 1). The interface was based on two modified 

electrodes (see experimental details in the SI). The first electrode communicating with the 

enzyme computing system (PQQ-electrode) was coated with adsorbed polyethyleneimine 

(PEI) and pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) covalently attached to the PEI thin-film.[17] The 

immobilized PQQ served as a catalyst for electrochemical oxidation of NADH.[18] This 

process resulted in the formation of a negative potential of ca. −60 mV (vs. Ag|AgCl|KCl, 3 

M, reference electrode; all other potentials are reported vs. this reference) and the 

corresponding current sufficient for reduction of Fe3+ as part of the Fe3+-cross-linked 

alginate film on the second connected electrode.[19] Note that Fe2+ cations are not capable of 

alginate cross-linking, and their formation results in the alginate thin-film dissolution and 

concomitant release of the entrapped molecules (Figure S1).

In this study we took advantage of two enzyme systems, either of which produced NADH 

(Figure 2). For binary operation of the enzyme systems, digital input 0 was defined as the 

absence of the corresponding substrate, whereas digital input 1 was defined as 
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experimentally optimized concentrations of the substrates. The first system (Figure 2A) 

operated as a cascade of reactions catalyzed by three enzymes – maltose phosphorylase, 

hexokinase and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. It mimicked three concatenated 

Boolean AND logic gates (Figure 2C), and the high output signal (production of NADH) 

was observed only in the presence of all four input substrates (see legend to Figure 2). The 

second system (Figure 2B) operated as a 3-input OR gate connected to an AND gate (Figure 

2D). For this system, the NADH production was activated in the presence of any of substrate 

inputs A, B, C with the mandatory presence of NAD+ (input D). Enzymatically formed 

NADH reacted with the PQQ-electrode producing a negative potential and re-oxidized to the 

NAD+ state (Figure 1).

Figure 3 demonstrates the correct digital behavior of the enzymatic logic gate systems 

interacting with the PQQ-electrode. A negative potential of ca. −60 mV (digital 1) was 

achieved when NADH was produced by either of the enzyme logic systems. Otherwise, the 

potential less negative than −10 mV (digital 0) was measured (Figure 3). For the enzyme 

logic system mimicking three concatenated AND gates (Figure 2A,C), logic output 1 (ca. 

−60 mV) was measured only in the presence of all reacting input species (input combination 

1,1,1,1). All other input combinations (15 different variants) resulted in the electrode 

potential less negative than −10 mV, digital 0 (Figure 3A). Alternatively, operation of the 

enzyme system mimicking a 3-input OR gate followed by an AND gate (Figure 2 B,D) 

resulted in output 1 (ca. −60 mV) generated in the following input combinations (A,B,C,D): 

0,0,1,1; 0,1,0,1; 1,0,0,1; 0,1,1,1; 1,0,1,1; 1,1,0,1; 1,1,1,1, while all other input combinations 

resulted in output signal 0 (Fig. 3B).

To enable transfer of the output signal produced by the enzyme computing systems (Figure 

3) into a DNA input signal, the PQQ-electrode was connected to another electrode, which 

was coated with Fe3+-alginate film entrapping a fluorescently labeled DNA oligonucleotide 

output OP1 (FITC-5’-TGC AGA CGT TGA AGG ATC CTC). Generation of the negative 

potential on the PQQ-electrode resulted in subsequent reduction of Fe3+ into Fe2+ on the 

Fe3+-alginate-coated electrode. It triggered the alginate film dissolution and OP1 release. It 

was observed that when the potential of ca. −60 mV (digital 1 output of the enzymatic 

computing systems) was applied to the second electrode, the alginate film was substantially 

degraded (Figure S3). At the same time, no visible changes in the film structure were 

observed at the potential of ca. −5 mV (digital 0 output of the enzyme computing systems), 

on the same experimental time-scale (data not shown). Fluorescent signal of the solution 

containing released OP1 was measured in the presence of different combinations of 

enzymatic system inputs (Figure 4). As expected, high fluorescence (digital 1) was 

registered upon the electrochemically stimulated release of OP1 in the presence of NADH. 

When no NADH was produced, the fluorescent signal remained low (digital 0). The 

concentration of the released (digital 1) and leaking (digital 0) OP1 was reaching ca. 5 nM 

and 0.8 nM, respectively, after 30 min. This result shows significant discrimination between 

the leakage and stimulated release of OP1 entrapped in the Enz/DNA interface. It should be 

noted that there is perfect correlation between the output signals produced by the enzymatic 

systems in the form of the potentials (Figure 3) with the fluorescence of released OP1 
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(Figure 4). In other words, the enzyme-generated output was consistently converted into 

OP1, which served as input for DNA computing as detailed below.

Oligonucleotide OP1 released by the interface was recognized by a 3-input deoxyribozyme 

AND gate (3iAND) (Figure 5). Deoxyribozyme logic gates controlled by DNA 

oligonucleotide inputs are most well-developed DNA logic constructs up to date.[20-22] 

Indeed, such gates can be assembled in automaton that plays tic-tac-toe game with 

human,[20b] they can be organized in multi-layer computational cascades[21] and a molecular 

calculator with 7-segment digital display.[22] The design of 3iAND takes advantage of the 

concept of split (binary) deoxyribozyme sensors[23] and consists of two DNA strands folded 

in the stem-loop structures (3iANDa and 3iANDb in Figure 5A). The strands are dissociated 

in the absence of input oligonucleotides. However, hybridization of two oligonucleotide 

inputs to the loop fragments opens the hairpins and the third input bridges 3iANDa and 

3iANDb, which results in the formation of a catalytic core (Figure 5B). The deoxyribozyme 

cleaves a fluorophore- and quencher-labeled substrate (F substrate in Figure 5), thus 

producing high fluorescence. In this study, OP1, an output of the Enz/DNA interface, was 

used as a bridging input for 3iAND. In experiments with 3iAND gates, OP1 without 

fluorescent label was used. Two other inputs (I1 and I2) mimicked the sequences of 

microRNAs shown to be promising molecular markers of human cancers.[24]

According to the truth table (Figure 6A), 3iAND produces high fluorescence output (digital 

1) only in the presence of all 3 inputs. In our experiments, the OP1 input was produced in 

situ by the stimulated release (digital 1) or leakage (digital 0) from the alginate-modified 

electrode and its concentration was set by the system as a function of logic operation of the 

enzyme systems. Two other inputs, I1 and I2, were either used in concentration of 10 nM or 

absent for digital 1 and 0, respectively.

The full logic network includes 6 independent logic inputs: 4 inputs (A, B, C, D) in the 

enzyme part and 2 inputs in the DNA part (I1 and I2), while OP1 is not an independent 

input. Therefore, the full truth table includes 26 = 64 variants of logic input combinations. 

Figure 6 shows a simplified representation of the logic process considering only the DNA 

logic part. Logic value 0 and 1 for the intermediate output/input OP1 can be realized with 

various combinations of the enzyme-inputs A, B, C, D. For simplicity and for minimizing 

number of experiments we used A, B, C, D enzyme inputs in combinations 0,0,0,0 and 

1,1,1,1 for realizing the OP1 digital values 0 and 1, respectively. This simplification is 

justified by very small signal variations of for all combinations of the A, B, C, D inputs 

generating either by output 0 or 1 (Figure 4). In other words, the leakage of OP1 and the 

release of OP1 are almost the same regardless of the input combinations.

The correct digital response of 3iAND was registered at all possible DNA input 

combinations (Figure 6B). Importantly, the high output signal (last bar in Figure 6B) could 

be statistically distinguished from the low output (about 4-fold fluorescence increase, see 

also Figure S3 for raw fluorescent data). The fluorescent results were supported by the 

analysis of the samples by gel electrophoresis (Figure S4). The data proves the expected 

digital response of 3iAND and the possiblity of using an electrode–released oligonucleotide 

for transfering the signal from enzymatic to DNA computational systems.
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This study demonstrates the possibility to design an interface that enables communication 

between enzymatic and DNA-based computing systems. The whole system includes two 

individual logic sub-systems (enzyme-based and DNA-based) connected electrically to 

allow the output signal produced by the enzyme logic gates operate as the input signal for 

the DNA logic gates. The system operated in two distinct steps, first the enzyme-logic 

process and then the DNA logic process (see the step-by-step process description in the 

Supporting Information). To the best of our knowledge, the system reported here is the first 

Enz/DNA interface that connects a non-DNA processing enzyme computation system with 

DNA logic gates. We call this interface ‘universal’ because it is compatible with a variety of 

both enzymatic and DNA molecular logic circuits. NADH communicating between the 

enzyme system and the interface electrode allows great versatility for the selection of 

enzymes participating in the biocomputing process, since NADH is produced in a broad 

variety of reactions. In addtion, it is possible to replace NADH with other reducing 

molecules (e.g., glucose).[25] The deoxyribozyme gate-based computational systems are also 

known to show great versatility and complexity.[20-22] The limitations of the interface are 

the following. (i) The enzyme-based computing system must produce NADH or other 

reductive species as an output. (ii) The DNA-based computing system must accept nM-

range concentration of oligonucleotide as an input. However, the amount of the released 

DNA could be increased if larger electrodes or thicker alginate films are used for the DNA 

entrapment and release. (iii) In its current design, the signal can be transferred in only one 

direction: from the enzyme to DNA system. (iv) Only one kind of DNA (or a set of DNA 

sequences) can be released per an electrode pair. More DNA outputs could be released in the 

controlled way, if a multi-electrode array is applied. Despite the limitations, the reported 

Enz/DNA system can find some important practical applications. Indeed, the enzymatic and 

DNA-based computing systems used in this study proved to be relevant to diagnosis of 

human diseases,[3,26] as well as to very complex information processing.[20-22] The reported 

data represnt ouputs after the system came to the saturation (the end of the process) similarly 

to most other studies in the field.[5f-h,7] It would be interesting to study the time-dependence 

of output production. The time-dependent outputs were studied experimentally and modelled 

theoretically for some multi-step biocatalytic reactions applied for logic operations.[27] Also 

time-dependent dissolution of alginate thin-film and concomitant release of loaded 

substances were reported recently.[28] The present system includes a number of processes 

with complex kinetics (biocatalytic cascades, electric potential formation, reductive 

dissolution of alginate, OP1 release and finally DNA reactions). Study of the combination of 

these time-dependent processes and their kinetics could become the subject of subsequent 

invesigation. It should be also noted that the alginate film dissolution and subsequent DNA 

release could be achieved in none-electrochemical systems using direct chemical 

communication with enzyme logic systems. Similar release processes have been studied 

using enzyme systems producing citrate as the final output.[29] However, in this case the 

choice of potentially useful enzymes is very limited, and EnzDNA interface is not as general 

as the one reported in this study.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Enzyme computing system produces NADH as an output, which is oxidized on an electrode 

and reduces Fe3+ to Fe2+ on another electrode. This leads to dissolution of Fe3+-cross-linked 

alginate polymer and release of an entrapped DNA output. The DNA output can be then 

used as an input by a DNA computing system.
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Figure 2. 
Two enzyme systems used in this study and their corresponding logic schemes. A) A 

cascade of three AND gates made of maltose phosphorylase (MPh; E.C. 2.4.1.8), 

hexokinase (HK; E.C. 2.7.1.1), and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH; E.C. 

1.1.1.49). The biocatalytic reaction of MPh was activated in the presence of maltose (input 

A) and inorganic phosphate (Pi, input B) resulting in glucose (Glc) and glucose-1-phosphate 

byproduct formation. In the next reaction step catalyzed by HK Glc is converted to 

glucose-6-phosphate (Glc6P) in the presence of ATP (input C). Finally, Glc6P reduces 

NAD+ (Input D) to NADH in the process biocatalyzed by G6PDH. Overall, the NADH 

production is only possible in the presence of all 4 input signals activating the enzyme-based 

system. B) A combination of three parallel reactions biocatalyzed by three NAD+-dependent 

enzymes: glucose dehydrogenase (GDH; E.C. 1.1.1.47), G6PDH and alcohol dehydrogenase 

(AlcDH; E.C. 1.1.1.1). Each biocatalytic reaction was activated by the corresponding 

substrate: Glc (Input A), Glc6P (Input B) and ethanol (Et-OH), (Input C). The NAD+ 

cofactor (input D) was needed for all reactions, thus none of them could proceed in the 

absence of NAD+. C-D) The logic schemes corresponding to the biocatalytic cascades are 

shown in A and B, respectively.
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Figure 3. 
A-B) Electric potentials generated on the PQQ-modified electrode interfaced with the 

biocatalytic systems shown in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively, when different combinations 

of input signals were applied. The bars show the potential values achieved after 30 min of 

exposing the PQQ-modified electrode to the enzyme systems. The data are average of three 

independent experiments. The potential produced on the PQQ-modified electrode has a 

logarithmic dependence on the NADH concentration (according to the Nernst equation), 

thus resulting in very small variations of the measured potentials. Threshold lines separate 

logic output 0, undefined area and logic output 1.
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Figure 4. 
A-B) Fluorescence signal corresponding to the dye-labelled oligonucleotide OP1 released 

from the alginate thin-film when the PQQ-modified electrode was interfaced with the 

enzymatic logic gate systems shown in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively, when different 

combinations of input signals were applied. The bars show the fluorescence measured after 

30 min of exposing the electrodes to the enzyme systems. The fluorescence is represented by 

normalized arbitrary values. The data are average of three independent experiments. 

Threshold lines separate logic output 0, undefined area and logic output 1.
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Figure 5. 
Principal scheme of a three-input deoxyribozyme AND gate (3iAND). A) Strands 3iANDa 
and 3iANDb of the gate are dissociated in the absence of inputs. Dashed lines indicate the 

input-recognition fragments of the strands. B) Catalytic Dz complex formed in the presence 

of all three inputs (I1, OP1, and I2). The Dz catalytic core cleaves the fluorophore- and 

quencher-labelled F substrate and increases fluorescent signal. Note that OP1 is not 

fluorescently labelled.
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Figure 6. 
Digital performance of the 3iAND gate. A) Truth table; B) Fluorescent response of 3iAND 
in the presence of all possible DNA input combinations. The concentrations of the inputs 

were as follows. For low inputs (digital 0): I1, 0 nM; I2, 0 nM; OP1 was produced in situ 

with the concentration set by the system corresponding to output 0 (when substrate inputs 

A,B,C,D for the enzyme systems were 0,0,0,0). For high inputs (digital 1): I1, 10 nM; I2, 10 

nM; OP1 was produced in situ with the concentration set by the system corresponding to 

output 1 (when inputs A,B,C,D for the enzyme systems were 1,1,1,1). Digital values for OP1 
are shown in red. F sub bar, a control sample containing only fluorescent substrate (F 
substrate, see Figure 5). The bars show the fluorescence measured after 30 min of exposing 

the electrode to the enzyme systems. The fluorescence is represented by normalized 

arbitrary values. The data are average of three independent experiments. Threshold lines 

separate logic output 0, undefined area and logic output 1.
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